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«It is time to build a new society and to take up the torch of JF Kennedy's,
who fell in Dallas on the 22nd of November, 1963»
OPEN LETTER TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC, Emmanuel Macron Mr. President,
You owe your election to unequivocal commitments.
It therefore really is the time now to build a new society and to take up the torch of JF Kennedy's, who fell in Dallas on
the 22nd of November, 1963
Since 1989 Biosphere For Tomorrow has been preparing the advent of the Civilization Of The Third Millennium. It
was conceived on the 5th of March 2012 in Athens. For citizens «All is within touch»…….including success!
Honorable men and women, such as the esteemed Presidents John Fitzgerald Kennedy and General de Gaulle, have
paved the way.
We have to: 1) Take the initiative 2) Map out the new way forward 3) Fix the dates. For all this to start « it would take
only a sign » the poet said...A sign from you perhaps? Why not?
« Great tasks have to be fulfilled to achieve peace justice and understanding among men…...I don't think this country
will be at the top of the hill during this administration, but one day it will be and I hope that then they will think that we
have played our part » said John Fitzgerald Kennedy. « Everybody is asleep. That will continue …..for as long as we
fail to denounce and put an end to it. (….) So this duty falls to us » stated Charles De Gaulle.
Citizens' initiative now takes control to finish the work started by the Greek people 2500 years ago. The Civilization of
the Third Millennium takes off.
Carried forward by established democracy, the aim of these peaceful, systematically non-violent actions is to obtain
from governments acknowledgment of the aspirations of the citizens who build and facilitate their deeds. Mr President,
everything is within reach of our hands… and your hands too.
Lien vers Communiqué de Presse Complet

